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Abstract: This paper is concerned with implicit Runge-Kutta methods for the numerical solution of initial value 
problems in ordinary differential equations. For these methods a review is presented of the fundamental concept of 
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1. Introduction 
1.1. Runge- Kutta methods 
We shall deal with the numerical solution of the system of ordinary differential equations 
$ u(t) =fk u(t)) 0 *l) 
under an initial condition U( to) = q,. Here t, E IR, and uO is a given vector in the n dimensional 
real vectorspace Iw “, while U(t) E R” is unknown (for t > to). Further, f: R X Iw” --, Iw” is a 
given continuous function. 
The general Runge-Kutta method for the approximation of U(t) can be characterized by a 
so-called coefficient scheme 
’ a11 a,, --* Qlm \ 
a21 az2 ..a a2m 
s ; ; = 
a ml a m2 ..a a 
b, b, ... b,““, 
Here aij, bj are given real constants with b, + b, + - - - + b, = 1. 
(1.2) 
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The method consists in generating approximations ul, u2, Us,. . . obtained by computing, for 
k=l,2,3 ,..., 
uk=uk-l+h~bjf(l*_*+cjh,yj). 
j=l 
(1.3.a) 
Here Yj are vectors (depending on k) that satisfy the relations 
m 
yi=uk_l+h~aijf(tk_l+c,h,Yj), i=l,L...,m. 
j=l 
(1.3.b) 
With h > 0 we denote the stepsize, t, = t,_, + h and uk f u(tk). Further Cj = ajl + aj2 
-I- . . . +uj, and m is the number of stages of the method-see Section 2 for examples. 
Assume ajj = 0 (for j 2 i). Then yi, Y,,. . . , ym can be computed successively from (1.3.b). But, 
if this assumption is not fulfilled (even not after interchanging rows and corresponding columns 
in the matrix S), then (1.3.b) stands for a nontrivial system of equations with unknowns 
Yl, Y2,..., ym. In this case the method is called implicit. 
Suppose the numerical calculations would start with a perturbed initial vector ii,,, instead of 
ua. Then one would obtain ii,, ii,, ii,, . . . satisfying for k = 1, 2, 3,. . . 
irk=ick_,+h~b,f(rk_,+cjh, J’j). (1.4.a) 
j-1 
Jj=fik-l+h f ajjf(t,-,+cjh, Jj), i=l,2 ,..., m. (1.4.b) 
j=l 
For instance ii, may stand for a finite-digit representation in a computer of the true ue. The 
difference 8, - ua then stands for a rounding error, and iik - uk (for k >, 1) equals the error in 
the subsequent approximations due to this rounding error. 
In this paper we are interested in conditions on the coefficient scheme (1.2) which guarantee a 
priori contractioity-by which we mean that the lengthes of the error vectors ii, - uk do not 
increase when k increases. Further, we shall focus on the question whether the Runge-Kutta 
method is feasible-in the sense that a unique solution yl, y,, . . . , y,,, exists to the system (1.3.b) 
(when the method is implicit). 
We shall deal with these two questions without -making the (classical) simplifying assumptions 
that h > 0 is (sufficiently) small or that the differential equation (1.1) is linear with dimension 
n = 1. For, such assumptions are not realistic in many cases of practical interest-cf. section 3.3. 
1.2. Organization of the paper 
A notion that is of fundamental importance in connection with contractivity is the concept of 
algebraic stability introduced in [2,4]. In Section 2 we present a review of algebraic stability, in 
which we focus on the relevance of this concept to both contractivity and feasibility. At the end 
of that section we come across a weakness of the usual framework in which algebraic stability is 
studied. 
In Section 3 a new framework is presented in which we get rid of the weakness just mentioned. 
The mean result of the paper is formulated in Theorem 3.1. At the end of the section this theorem 
is illustrated in the numerical solution of a (nonlinear, degenerate) diffusion equation. 
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Section 4 contains a series of lemmata giving sufficient conditions for feasibility. The Lemmata 
4.1, 4.2, 4.4 are essential in the proof of Theorem 3.1. Moreover, they have applications in 
situations different from the one of that theorem. 
In Section 5 the relation between algebraic stability and contractivity is studied. Lemma 5.1 
and Corollary 5.4 are used in the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
We note that in the Sections 2 and 3 no special foreknowledge of the reader is assumed, and 
these sections thus constitute an introduction to algebraic stability. 
2. Reviewing algebraic stability 
2. I. Contractivity 
In studying the property of contractivity for numerical processes it is natural to assume that an 
analogous property is already present in the underlying differential equation. Therefore we 
assume that any two solutions U, fi to the differential equation (1.1) satisfy 
I~(t)-u(t)I~.ls(t-h)-U(t-h)(, t=lW, h>O. (2.1) 
Here 1.1 stands for the Euclidean norm, defined by the relations 
151= (6, 5Y29 (5, 77) = VT[ 
for all column vectors 5, q E R” (T denoting transposition). 
Using the relation 
~lii(l)-u(r)l*=2(~ir(t)-~u(t), O(r)-U(t)) 
it can be seen that the above assumption on the differential equation is equivalent o 
’ (j(t, l)-j(t, S), g-<)a0 forall teR and 5, PER”. (2.2) 
For an example of a nonlinear f satisfying (2.2) we refer to section 3.3 (cf. also [&lo]). 
Butcher [3] was the first to study, for a given function f, the following property (2.3) of the 
numerical process (1.3). 
Ifi,-r$J+k-l-Q-*I, (2.3) 
wheneverkal, h>O, ZQEBB~, B,~lR”and(l.3),(1.4)hold. 
We call the Runge-Kutta method contra&x for f if (2.3) holds. ’ 
2.2. Algebraic stability and contractivity 
We shall discuss a simple, and very useful, criterion for contractivity. We first give some 
definitions needed in the formulation of the criterion. 
’ It should be noted that the term contractive was used in [9], while the terms B-stable and BN-stable were used in [3, 
4 and 21, respectively to denote (almost) the same concept. 
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A Runge-Kutta method with m stages is called reducible if it necessarily generates the same 
approximations uk as some method with a smaller number of stages m’ < m. For instance, the 
method with 
is reducible, since it evidently is equivalent to the method with 
S’= ; , ( ) m’=l. 
General conditions on S implying reducibility are given in [9,17]. In order to avoid some 
technical, and non interesting, complications we assume all methods considered to be irreducibk 
in the sense that none of those conditions are fulfilled. 
We introduce m X m matrices A, B, E by 
A = (Oij)9 B = diag(b,, b, ,..., b,), E = (eij), eij = 1, 
and we give the following definition, which essentially originated with Butcher, Burrage and 
Crouzeix [2,4]. 
Definition 2.1. A Runge-Kutta method is algebraically stable if all bi > 0 and the matrix 
Q=BA+ATB-BEB 
is positive semi-definite. 
The criterion for contractivity is given in 
Theorem 2.2. For a given Runge-Kutta method the following propositions (p.1) and (p.2) are 
equivalent. 
(p-1) The method is contractive for each continuous f: Iw x IT!” + Iw”, n L 1, satisbing (2.2); 
(p.2) The method is algebraically stable. 
For a full proof of this theorem we refer to [2,4,9,17]. A proof of the implication (p.2) * (p.1) 
is also contained in section 5.1. 
Example 2.3. Let m = 2, a,, = aIz = 0, uzl = uz2 = f , b, = b, = i. Procedure (1.3) reduces to 
u,=u,-,+;h.[f(t,-1, u,-,)+f(k uk)], 
and is known as the trapezoidal rule. It is easily seen not to be algebraically stable. Consequently 
(p.1) is not true. 
Example 2.4. Let m = 1, a,, = i, b, = 1. The method can be seen to be equivalent o 
u,=u,-,+h’f(3[tk-1+tk], $[uk-I++]), 
and is known as the imphcit midpoint rule. It is algebraically stable, so that (p.1) does hold. 
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2.3. Algebraic stability and order of accuracy 
A Runge-Kutta method is said to have order of accuracyp if ]uk - U( tk)l = 0( hi’) (for h + 0) 
whenever f is sufficiently differentiable. 
For a given m there exists a unique method with maximal order p = 2m, and this method is 
known to be algebraically stable (cf. [2,4]). For m = 1 this optimal method is the one given in 
Example 2.4. 
For arbitrary given p an elegant and complete characterization has been given in [13] of all 
algebraically stable methods with order p. Recently, in [14], this characterization has been 
exploited to show that the class of algebraically stable methods is ‘large’ in the following sense. 
Let a method be given with m stages that has order p and is contractive (only) for the special 
case were f( t, 5) = XE, h being complex with Re X Q 0. Then, by [14], an algebraically stable 
Runge-Kutta method exists, with m’ G m stages, whose order also equals p and which produces 
the same approximations uk as the original method when both methods are applied with 
f( t, 4) = X6. An illustration (with m = 2, m’ = 1) is provided by the Examples 2.3, 2.4, both 
methods considered there having order 2 and producing the same uk when f (t, 5) = XC. 
In [12] interesting, more refined concepts of order of accuracy (so-called orders of B-conver- 
gence) have been studied for algebraically stable methods. The important refinement consists in 
requiring that ]uk - U( tk)j = 0( hp) holds uniformly for all problems (1.1) belonging to some well 
defined class in which (2.2) is valid. For details we refer to loccit. 
2.4. Algebraic stability and feasibility 
Let ei denote the i th unit vector in [Wm. With Q as in Definition 2.1 we then have 
( ei)TQei = 2b,a,, - ( bi)’ = bi(2aii - bi). 
Consequently, algebraic stability implies 2a,, 2 bi > 0 so that the Runge-Kutta method is 
necessarily implicit. 
In view of this implicitness we have to consider the question whether the system (1.3.b) has a 
(unique) solution. 
We call a method feasible for f if 
the system (1.3.b) has a unique solution 
Yl, yz,..., y,,, whenever h > 0, uk_l E R”. 
(2.4) 
The methods with order p = 2m, as well as various other algebraically stable methods, can be 
shown to be feasible for all functions f considered in proposition (p.1) of Theorem 2.2 (cf. 
[5,11,10,18]). However, for many algebraically stable methods it is still an open question whether 
they have this feasibility property. 
Example 2.5. Consider the method with m = 4, bl = b4 = A, b, = b, = 6, and matrix A = (ajj) 
given by 
A= 
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ar=&(10+76), /3= A(10 - 76). This method, which is of so-called Lobatto 111~ type, is 
known to have some favourable properties among which an order p = 6, while it is algebraically 
stable (cf. [2,4,10]). It is not known whether the method is feasible for all f of the type occurring 
in proposition (p.1). 
It had been conjectured for some time that algebraic stability implies feasibility for all 
functions f considered in proposition (p.1) of Theorem 2.2, But, this conjecture if false. There 
exist methods that are algebraically stable without being feasible for all f under consideration 
(see t51). 
Since contractivity without feasibility makes little sense, Theorem 2.2 thus only states that 
algebraic stability is a criterion for a property of the Runge-Kutta method that in itself is 
incomplete. One might thus be tempted to conclude that the mere concept of algebraic stability is 
no sound notion. 
In Section 3 it will be shown that, in contrast with such a conclusion algebraic stability is also 
the proper criterion for a property of Runge-Kutta methods that is complete. 
3. A new property of algebraically stable methods 
3.1. Generalized logarithmic norms 
We give some definitions needed in the formulation of our main result. 
Let y begivenwithO<yg2,andlet f: RXlF!“-,IW” be a given continuous function. We 
define the number pLy[ f ] E [ - co, oo] by 
P,[f I = sup 
(fk s’>--f(t, 09 G-0 
If(t, &-f(t, ~>I’~le-~lZ-y’ 
Here the supremum is for all t E R and all I, 5 E 08” for which the denominator 1 f (t, g) - 
f(t9 5)IY * II - II 2-y # 0. Further, we use the conventions 0’ = 1, sup ,tJ = - co. 
Clearly, assumption (2.2) can be written in the compact form pLy[ f ] G 0. In order to further 
explain the meaning of py we consider three special cases. 
Case I. y = 0. Let f (t, 5) = Al< for some fixed n X n matrix M. Then po[ f ] equals to so-called 
logarithmic norm p[M] of M (see [8] or [lo]). In case M = MT is symmetric it is known that 
r_lo[f] = max{Alh eigenvalueof M}. 
Case 2. y = 1, n = 1. One easily verifies that pi[ f] Q - 1 if f( t, 5) < f( t, 5) (for all t and 
g 2 <), whereas FJ f ] = 1 otherwise. 
It thus follows that in this case the inequalities pt[ f ] < 0 and pi[ f ] < 0 are equivalent o each 
other. They hold iff, for each t, the function f(t, .) is antitone. 
Case 3. y = 2. We suppose f( t, 5) = ME where M = MT is symmetric. Writing M = KTAK 
with KT = K-i, A = diag(X,, A,, . . . , A,) one readily obtains 
p2[f] =sup(h-‘lO#Xeigenvalueof M). (34 
We observe that for these functions f we have p2[f] < 0 c=$ p2[ f ] < 0. For an interpretation and 
application of p2[ f ] for arbitrary functions f see [9]. 
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3.2. The main theorem 
In the subsequent theorem we deal with functions f satisfying 
slightly stronger than (2.2), namely 
Py[fl <o- 
569 
an inequality that is only 
(3.2) 
Theorem 3.1. Let y be given, 0 Q y < 2. Then, for a given Runge-Kutta method, the following 
propositions (P.1) and (P.2) are equivalent. 
(P.l) The method is both feasible and contractive for each continuous f: R x R " + R ", n 2 1, 
satisfying (3.2); 
(P.2) The method is algebraically stable. 
Clearly, proposition (P.l) expresses a property of the method which, in the sense of section 2.4, is 
complete. 
We note that some modified versions of this theorem are valid as well. A first modification is 
obtained by allowing arbitrary inner products (5, TJ) in W”. A second modification consists in 
requiring y = 0 and simultaneously replacing the sign < in (2.3) by < . A further modification is 
obtained by replacing consistently the space R” by the complex vectorspace Q=“. 
The theorem, as well as its three modified versions, are easily proved using the material of the 
Sections 4 and 5. We confine ourselves to giving 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Assume (P.2). We shall apply the material of the Sections 4 and 5 with 
DQ = Iw and (5, q) = (5, q). The feasibility in (P.l) follows from a combination of Lemma 4.1 
with the Lemmata 4.2 and 4.4 (where we choose D = B, 6 = 2 - y, w = hleY - p,[ f I). The 
contractivity in (P.l) is a consequence of Lemma 5.1. 
Assume (P.l). Then (P.2) holds in view of Corollary 5.4. q 
Theorem 3.1. can be applied in various ways. For instance, let y = 1. In view of section 3.1 
(Case 2) it then follows that any algebraically stable Runge-Kutta method is both feasible and 
contractive for each continuous f: Iw X Iw + Iw with property (2.2). For f E Cf this result was 
already obtained in [15]. 
An application with y = 2 is given in the next subsection. 
3.3. An illustration in the numerical solution of diffusion equations 
Let I#B: w1 + Iw be a given function such that 
O<+(Z)-+(x)<K.(Z-x) forallx,(Z 
where K is a given constant, 0 < K < 00. We consider the (nonlinear) initial-boundary value 
problem 
i 
$+? 1,=$b(~~(s, t)), 
qs, O)= v,(s), v(0, t) = V(1, t)=o 
where 0 < s < 1, 0 < t. Problems of this type occur in the study of diffusion processes. Since 
+( 2) = e(x) for 2 # x is allowed, also degenerate processes are included (see e.g. [l] where the 
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equation (a/&)kV(s, t) = (a’/&*)+( W(s, t)) is considered, which is related to the above via the 
substitution W= @,&)V). 
Discretizing in a standard fashion (cf. e.g. [lo]) the solution V( s, t) can be approximated by a 
solution U(t) to (1.1). Let f be defined by 
/ 
f(t, <)=(_I-I(& 0, I-&, E),...,f,(t, S)JT7 E= (& &Y.r5.)TE@“~ 
fi(t9 <) = 6-‘( +(s-1(5i+t -5i))-~(S-‘(5i-5i-l))}, i=l, 2,...,n, (3.3) 
50 = 5,+1 = 0, 6 = (n + 1)-l, 
and let U(0) = u. be given by 
~,=(K#V, V,(2%..,V,(nQT. 
Then, for t > 0, the i th component q(t) of the vector U(t) E R” will approximate V(s, t) for 
s=iS (i=l,2 ,..., n). 
The subsequent lemma shows that the framework given in the sections 3.1, 3.2 applies to the 
situation at hand. 
Lemma 3.2. For n z 1 the function f defined by (3.3) satisfies (3.2) with y = 2. 
Proof. Let 5, 5 E R” be given with components &, gi (for 1 Q i < m). Putting j. = &+r = & = 
&+I =Owethenhavefi(t, {)-fi(t, ~)=S-2{K,_,(~i-,-~i-~)-(K,-~+if,)(~i-~;)+K,(~~+~ 
- &+l)} (for 1 4 i G n) with 0 Q Kj < K (for 0 gj < n). Consequently, f(r, 5) -f< r, 5) = M(< - 
5) where M is a tridiagonal, symmetric n X n matrix. 
Applying formula (3.1) there follows 
(f(r, &f(r, t),t-E)=(M(&E), &~)~~+N--G~(~ 
= w *If (r, 8 -fh 49 I2 
with w = sup{ XV* 10 # X eigenvalue of M}. 
Since the eigenvalues h of M he within the Gerschgorin disks 16 ‘X + (Ki_ 1 + Ki) I< Ki- 1 + Ki 
we have w < -S2(4K)-‘. Consequently p2[f] < -62(4K)-’ < 0. 0 
A combination of Lemma 3.2 with Theorem 3.1 proves that any algebraically stable method is 
both feasible and contractive for the function f given in (3.3) (provided $ is continuous). Thus 
e.g. the system of algebraic equations arising when the method from Example 2.5 would be 
applied, has a unique solution for any h > 0. 
We note that, in general, the function f under consideration does not fulfil (3.2) with Y = 0 
(for instance when +(x) = 0 we have po[ f ] = 0). 
4. Existence and uniqueness of solutions 
4.1. Preliminaries 
In order to cope simultaneously with real and with complex differential equations we denote 
by K consistently either the set of real numbers R or the set of complex numbers C. For given 
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column vectors x1, x2,. . . , x,,, E 06” we denote the column vector (XT, XT,. . . , x:)~ E lK”” by 
[xi]. On the space H nm we deal with the norm ]]x]] = max 
(5, [)‘I2 (for all < E DQ “) where ( . , 
Idi4m]~,] for x =[x;]. Here ][I= 
-) denotes an arbitrary given inner product in DQ ‘. For any 
linear mapping L from K”m to od nm we define ]I Lll = sup{ 1) Lxll: x E H nm with l]xl] = l}. 
Let J: Db”-,H” be given functions. We define F: Dd nm -+ Dd nm by 
Fx= [hi(x forx=[xi] EII~“~. 
The n x n identity matrix is denoted by 1’“) and the Kronecker product by @. We define 
X2= A @ I’“‘, ai = (U,i, uiz,. . . ) aim) c3 I’“’ 
where A = ( aij) is a given real m X m matrix. 
The functions gi: DQ nm --, Dd n and G: DQ nm + ll4 nm are defined by 
Gx= [gi(X)] =x-F&x forxEIM”“. 
In this chapter we study the existence and uniqueness of solutions to 
Gx=O. (4.1) 
The reason for considering this equation is the following. Let u&-i E H “, h > 0, t,_, E Iw and 
f:lRxDQ”-+Dd” be given, let cj = ujl + uj2 + - - - +ujm, and consider the equations 
_Yi=n,-i + h i uij_f(rk-* + cjh, _Yj)9 l<i<m. (4.2) 
j=l 
If we define 
h(6) = hf(tk-i + cih, u,_,+() forl<i<m, .$ElK”, (4.3) 
then relation (4.2) implies (4.1) with x = [xi], Xi = hf(t,_, + cih, yi). Conversely, (4.1) then 
implies (4.2) with yi = u~_~ + uilxl + ui2x2 + * - - +a,,,,~,. We thus have 
Lemma 4.1. Let fj be defined by (4.3). Then (4.2) has a solution iff (4.1) has a solution, and (4.2) 
has at most one solution iff (4.1) has at most one solution. 
4.2. Uniqueness of solutions to (4.1) 
We assume 
there exists a diagonal matrix D = diag( d,, d,, . . . , d, ) 
with dj S+ 0 (1 ( i < m) such that the 
matrix DA + ATO is positive semi-definite. 
(4.4 
We also assume 
for i= 1, 2,..., m the functions Ii: IM n + IK ” satisfy 
Re(f,($) -f;:(5), i- 5) < 0 for all 5, {E M” 
with fi($) #fi(5). 
(4.5) 
Lemma 4.2. Assume (4.4), (4.5). Then G is a one-to-one mapping, and rhe equation (4.1) has at 
most one solution. 
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Proof. Suppose x = [xi], _? = [ai], x f 2, Gx = G_?. We prove the lemma by deducing a contradic- 
tion. 
Defining u = [ ui] = Z - x, we have 
ui#O forsomei, 
ui =f;:(a$) -f,(a,x) for all i. 
Consequently, 
Re~diaij(uj, ui) =ReCdi(si3--iX, f,(aiA)-h(aiX))m 
i.j i 
By (4.4) and Lemma 2.2 in [7] the left-hand member of the last equality is > 0. However, by (4.5) 
the right-hand member is < 0. 0 
The above lemma constitutes a generalization of a uniqueness result on (4.2) formulated in [5, 
Theorem 2 1. 
4.3. Existence of solutions to (4.1) 
We shall deal in this section with functions $ such that 
9: M ” + II6 ” is continuous and 
Re(+(&+(E), e-0 a~.l~(~>-(P(5>IY.l~-51S 
for all 5, go IK” with+(g) # +([). 
(4.6) 
The subsequent lemma, providing an indication about the kind of functions $ satisfying (4.6) 
will be needed in the proof of Lemma 4.4. 
Lemma 4.3. Assume + satisfies (4.6) with a constant w < 0. Then 
(i) 0 Q y < 1, 0 Q 6 < 1, y + 6 < 2 implies that $(.$) = G(O); 
(ii) y >, 1, 6 2 1, y + 6 > 2 implies that sup&(<)] < co; 
(iii) 0 < y < 1, S > 1 implies that either +(I) = (p(0) or C+ is a one-to-one mapping from K n to 
K”. 
Proof. (i) Define r = sup(p]+(~)=(~(O)forall~~H” with]{]<p}.Supposer<cc.Thenthere 
is a sequence & in K” converging to some 5* with ]<*I = r while +(&J f 9(O) = (P(5*). Applying 
Schwartz’s inequality we obtain from (4.6) 
(w(~1~(5k)-~(~*)(1-y.(5,,-5*11-8 fork= 1,2,3,.... 
The right-hand member of this inequality tends to zero (when k + co), which contradicts ]w] > 0. 
Hence t= co. 
(ii) Whenever +(<) # Cp(O) we obtain from (4.6) 
[s(r) -+(0)ly-l +I-11511-*. 
In case y = 1, this inequality implies +(t) = e(O) for all 5 with ]#-’ > IQ]-‘, so that $ is 
bounded on 06 n. 
In case y > 1, we conclude from the same inequality that 
l+(5) -+(O) 17-1 < mm ]~I-l, ma+M -G(O) I+: IvlG l)], [ 
which again proves the boundedness of + on K “. 
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(iii) Assume + is no constant function. Let n be an arbitrary vector in DQ “. Clearly 
r=sup(~l+(E)=O(n) forall 5 with )~-v/<P) 
satisfies r < oo. Therefore, a sequence .& E DQ nexists which converges to some 5* with I<* - ql= I 
while +(&) f NV). 
Let ?j be an arbitrary vector with 
+(4) = +(rt>. 
From (4.6) we then have 
I~(~,)-cp(~)11-7>/(wj./~,-~l~-1 fork=1,2,3,.... 
Since +(&) + +( t*) = +(n) = +( ?j) (when k + a), there follows q = <*. In particular we thus 
have TJ = [*, and consequently q = n. q 
Lemma 4.4. Assume A satisfies (4.4). Let y >, 0, S > 0, w < 0 be given. Assume $J =fi satisfies 
(4.6) (for i=l,2 ,..., m). Then G is a mapping from K”” onto whole of K”“, and the equation 
(4.1) has a solution. 
Proof. 1. Before presenting the proof proper we derive two technical inequalities that will be 
needed later on. 
In view of (4.6) we have for each x = [xi] E H nm 
Re(fi(aix) -h(O), GiX) G WIfi(aiX> -f;.(O) (‘I~iX/‘* 
Defining 
v= [v/l =Gx+F(O) 
there follows 
Re(x, - ui, six) < o\xi - vi\‘\ 0~x1~. 
By exploiting Schwartz’s inequality, and by a combination of (4.4) with Lemma 2.2 in [7] 
(similarly as in the proof of Lemma 4.2) one arrives at 
IoI.Ix~-u~~‘.I(z~xI~~Ix~-O~I.(~~~I forldi<m, (4.7) 
cu.~xi-uiJ7.(cLix(*~~~~~~.~J~x(~ forlBi<m. (4.8) 
Here LY = ]w] - (min 1<i<mdi).(dl+d2+ ... +d,)-‘>O. 
2. In view of Lemma 4.2 G is a continuous one-to-one mapping. Using Brouwer’s domain 
invariance theorem (cf. e.g. [21, p. 771) or the norm-coerciveness theorem (formulated in 120, p. 
1361) it can easily be seen (as in [16, p. 51; 181) that G maps M”” onto whole of K”” provided. 
]IGx](+ cc when ]]xII-+ co. 
Suppose there would exist a sequence x1, x2, x3,. . . E K nm such that 
lull ]]xPI]= cc, supIJvPI]=.< cc (4.9) 
p-00 Pal 
with up = GxP + F(0). We shall prove the lemma by deducing from (4.9) a contradiction. 
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Let the integers I(p), J(p) be such that 
I~,4p,I=ll~Pll~ l~JJ(p,4=Il~4l 
for p = 1, 2, 3,. . . . Since 
If ( I(P) ~,~,,~~)(~lI~~lI-lI~~-~~~~lI~ 
we see from (4.9) and the continuity of f,(P) that 
lim (I~xp~I=~_~I~,~,,xPI= co. 
P-m 
(4.10) 
3. Let y >, 1, 6 2 0, y + S > 1. Applying (4.8) with x = xp, u = up there follows 
o * (x&p, - u&p, IYI ~,~p,~pI~~ll~PII~ll~Il~lI~plI~ 
In view of (4.9) we obtain 
~4I~“II- 4yl%(p)xplb G c41~llXPIl 
for all p > some po. Letting p + co and using (4.9), (4.10) we arrive at a contradiction. 
4. Let 0 < y < 1, 6 > 1, and fi one-to-one (for 1 G i Q m). (4.8) yields 
~.(hp)YlldXPIII~all~XPII (4.11) 
where 
~p=l~~P~-~~p~l=~fi(p)~~l(p~~P~-fJ(P~~~~I- 
Clearly, there exist integers j, pl, p2, p3,. . . with 1 4 j < m, 1 < p1 < p2 < p3 < + - - such that 
J(p)=j, ajxPfO for p =pl, p2, p3,.... 
Since fi is one-to-one we have 
A, + 0, 
and by applying (4.7) with i =j we thus obtain 
(wJ.(J&xpIIs-l < (xp)*-y 
for p =pl, p2, p3,. . . . Hence A, + cc (when p =pk + co) which contradicts (4.11), (4.10). 
5. In view of Lemma 4.3 (statements (i), (iii)) and the above parts 2, 3, 4, the proof is complete 
for ail cases where none of the functions fi is constant. Using this result we now prove the lemma 
for the case where A, JV are disjoint index sets with AfUN= { 1, 2,. . . , m}, and fi is not 
constant for aI1 i EJ?, while fj is constant for all j EN. We denote the number of indices in Jki 
by Ei (and assume 5 > 1). 
Let y = [yi] E IM nm be given. Then x = [xi] E IK nm solves the equation 
Gx-y (4.12) 
if 
xi -A( C a,,~,+ C aijxj) =yi for i Ed 
kcM jEN 
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and 
xi -f,(O) =r, for j EN. 
Defining 
i,(E)=f,(S+ C aij(f,(o)+Yj)) for5EDQ”, ic.dx 
jEM 
it follows that (4.12) has a solution if there exist xi (i EM) satisfying the equations 
xi -A C aikxk =y, for iE&. 
i ) ked 
(4.13) 
One easily verifies that $I = fi fulfills (4.6) (for i E&Z), while the Zi X ili submatrix x of A 
composed of all uik with i EM, k EM still fulfills (4.4) (with m replaced by E). Since none of 
the 1 is constant, it follows from the above that (4.13) has a solution, which completes the proof. 
cl 
Combining Lemma 4.2 with Lemma 4.4 we see that, under the general conditions stated in the 
latter lemma, the equation (4.1) has a unique solution. This conclusion contains, as special cases, 
some (earlier) results which we mention briefly: 
For n 2 1, y = 0, S > 1 this conclusion was already stated in [6,5]. 
For n = 1, y = 6 = 1 each fi: Iw + IFS is necessarily an (arbitrary) continuous, antitone function. 
Under the additional assumption fi E C’(!R) the unique solvability of (4.1) was already proved by 
W.H. Hundsdorfer [15]. 
For n 2 1, y = 2, 6 = 0 the above conclusion on (4.1) has also been obtained in [18]. 
5. Algebraic stability and contractivity 
5. I. Deducing contractivity from algebraic stability 
We assume a Runge-Kutta method to be given with coefficients Qij, bj, cj as in section 1.1. 
We write Q = (Qij) = BA + ATB - BEB, and use the notations of the Sections 2 and 4. 
Let f: DB XDd”-,Dd” be a given function and consider the following two conditions 
Re(f(t, {)-f(t, 0, e-6) 60 forall tEiR, [EN”, $EK”; (5.1.a) 
Re(f(t, i)-f(t, 0, i-0 ~0 forall tell, [#$EK”. (5.1.b) 
Lemma 5.1. Let the Runge -Kutta method be algebraically stable. Let uk_*, uk E K * and 
iik_l, ii, E K” be related to each other by (l-3), (1.4), respectioely. Then 
(a) (5.1-a) implies Ifi(k - ukl < Ifik_I - u,_,l; and 
(b) (5.1.b) imp&s ]iik - uk( < (ii,_, - uk_r](wheneuer ii,_, # uk_r). 
Proof. We use the same idea and similar notations as in 12, pp. 47-481. Let il = ii, - uk, 
Z. = ii,_, - tdk_1, U.=j’-Yi and Wj = hf(t,_, + cjh, ~j) - hf(t,_, -I- cih, yj). From(1.3.a), (1.4.a) 
we have lt112 - Iz~I' = 2 Re Zjbj( IO, wj) + ~ijbibj( Wi, wj). Using (1.3.b), (1.4.b) there follows 
Iz~)~-Iz~I'=~ ReCbj(wj, Uj) -ReCQij(wi, Wj)* 
i q 
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In view of (5.1) and the algebraic stability there follows 
(L111-[Zo12~2b/Re(w,, Uj) ~0 for1 <j<m, 
which proves part (a). 
Assuming i.j,_, + uk-1 we have from (1.3), (1.4) the relation 
u,-~Ca,jwj=zo#O. 
(5.2) 
Consequently, there exists an index q for which u4 # 0. An application of (5.1.b) and (5.2) (with 
j = q) proves part (b). (7 
We note that part (a) of the above lemma is essentially contained in [2,4]. Still, the proof of 
part (a) has been included since the inequality (5.2) is also needed in proving part (b). The latter 
part is essential in proving the second modification of Theorem 3.1 mentioned in section 3.2. 
5.2. Deducing algebraic stability from contractivity 
We start with a technical emma, which will be needed in the proof of Lemma 5.3. The latter 
lemma constitutes the main result of this section, while its Corollary 5.4 is essential in the proof 
of Theorem 3.1. We use the notations of section 4.1. 
Lemma 5.2. Let E C II6 “, and C#C E --, Kn be a given function. Let a, p be real constants with 
a < 0, 4a/? < 1. Define the constants (I = (1 - 4a/3)-li2, r = - 2aa, and the function I/J(~) = u * 5 
+ T - Cp( 5) (for 5 E E). Then 
Re(+(e)-cp(5), g-C> aa)cp(i)-cp(5)12+plE-512 forall 5, GEE. 
is furfilled if and only if 
(5.3) 
Proof. Clearly, the inequality in (5.4) is equivalent to 
~~1E-51~+2u~Re(cp(~)-9(5), l-5) +721~(~)-~(5)12~lg-512. 
After a rearrangement and a division by 2~7 we obtain the inequality in (5.3). 0 
We introduce the class 9 of all functions f: R X Iw 2 --) R ’ satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) f( t, 5) is independent of t E W (for each .$ E R2); 
(ii) the function 4(t) = f( t, 6) satisfies (5.3) with negative a, p and with E = (w2, (5, 77) E 
((7 77) = VT& 
Lemma 5.3. Let a Runge-Kutta method be given which is not reducible in the sense of [9] nor in the 
sense of [17]. Assume the method is contractive (cf. (2.3)) f or each f of class .F. Then the method is 
algebraically stable (see Definition 2.1). 
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Proof. Our proof relies on the arguments presented in 117. pp. 325-3271. In fact, we only have to 
supplement he last 4 lines on p. 327 in loccit. by the following considerations. 
Let y = Max( F,( x) - F,(y), x -y){]&(x)-F0(y)]2+l~-y(2)-i wherethemaximumisfor 
all x # y in the set Y. Since y < 0, we can choose IX, /3 such that 
Y<(Y<O, Y<P-=O, 4(xp<1. 
Clearly, (F,(x) - F,(y), x-y) d al&(x) - FO(y)]’ + /31x -y]’ (for all x, y E Y). 
We define u, 7 as in Lemma 5.2, and put Go(x) = crx + T&(X) (for x E Y). By Lemma 5.2 
(with E = Y) we have 
IA_d4-4Jo(Y)l4x -y] forallx, yE Y. 
By the Kirszbraun extension theorem for nonexpansive mappings (see 1191 or [22]) it follows that 
a function $: lR2 +R2 exists with 4(x)= G,,(x) (for x E Y), l+(x) -4(y)] d Ix -yl (for 
x, y E R2). 
Defining f(t, x)=$(x)=?-*(J/(x)- ax) (for t E R, x E R2) we see, in view of Lemma 5.2 
(with E = 08 2), that f is of class 9. Hence the method is contractive for f. Further f (t, x) = F,(x) 
(for x E Y). It follows (see [17]) that the matrices B and BA + ATB - BEB are positive 
semidefinite. 
In view of the irreducibility [9], all bi > 0. 0 
The idea in the above proof to extend a function + satisfying (5.3) by relating it to a function 
4 satisfying (5.4) has been taken from [22]. 
In the following corollary we deal with functions f that satisfy 
f: R x R2 + [w2 is continuous, py [ j] < 0, and f( t, [) 
is independent of t E !R (for each 5 E R 2 ) . 
(5 -5) 
Corollary 5.4. Let a Runge-Kutta method be given which is not reducible in the sense of [9] or [17]. 
Let y be given, 0 < y G 2. Assume the method is contractive (see (2.3)) for each function f satisfying 
(5.5). Then the method is algebraically stable (see Definition (2.1)). 
Proof. In view of Lemma 5.3 we only have to show that each_ f ES satisfies (5.5). 
Let f EF and put +t5) =f(t, 0. Clearly, (+(5) - +(5), 5 - 5) G +$(5) - HOI2 + d-- 512 
for some fixed w c 0 and all 5, 5 E R 2. 
Using the inequality a2 + b2 > a b y 2-y (for a 2 0, b z 0) there follows p,[f] i o < 0, and (in 
view of Lemma 5.2) $I is continuous. 0 
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